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Npha

Introducing our Npha Collection, a mesmerizing ensemble inspired by the ethereal movements 
of the sky. 00 Collection captures the very essence of nature's most captivating phenomena. 
Elevate your living space with this enchanting range of pieces, and immerse yourself in the
timeless beauty and grace it bestows upon your home.

Collection 00





The Exploration of crafting through eastern 

philosophy and the integration of modern living.

Designed by Tarith Thaiyanont

Npha collection draws profound inspiration from 

the timeless wisdom of Eastern philosophy and the 

art of mindful living. 

Rooted in the essence of balance, harmony, and 

introspection, each piece in this collection reflects 

the interplay between nature and human experience 

through meticulously crafted designs and materials.

Npha encapsulates the exploration of “something in 

between”, the tangible and intagible; soft & harsh, 

light & dark, smooth & rough, past & present. Its the 

interconnectedness of all things. 

This collection serves as a tangible reminder to 

embrace the present moment, find beauty in 

simplicity, and embark on a journey of 

self-discovery. 

Just as Eastern philosophy encourages the alignment 

of mind, body, and spirit, the Npha collection aspires 

to intertwine elegance with enlightenment, allowing 

individuals to adorn themselves with not just 

objects, but with profound meaning and cultural 

reverence.



 A visual melody that resonates with the soul. 





W240 x D90 X H76 cm.

Npha is a mesmerizing sculptural piece that beautifully 

captures the essence of contemporary design, showcasing 

its evolution and innovative spirit of art & craft.

Npha Table



Npha is a mesmerizing sculptural piece that beautifully 

captures the essence of contemporary design, showcasing 

its evolution and innovative spirit of art & craft.







Npha Console
W200 x D45 X H80 cm.

“In the artist's brush, freedom finds its graceful sway,
Transcending boundaries, weaving dreams in its own unique way”.







Npha Cabinet
W200 x D45 X H85 cm.



Kantok
W60 x D60 X H30 cm.



W200 x D45 X H80 cm.

Npha Sculpture
W35 x D45 X H145 cm.





Bandai
W35 x D45 X H140 cm.



Npha #00
W48 x D48 X H78 cm.

Npha - #00
W48 x D48 X H76 cm.



Our design are always inspired by the movement of nature.

The collection seek to capture the inherent grace and 
fluidity that can be found in the organic rhythms of the 
natural world. By embracing the beauty and dynamism of 
nature, it evokes a sense of serenity, vitality, and connection 
to the ever - changing world around us.



Npha - #01
W48 x D48 X H78 cm.

“The Cabinetmaker working on his 
initial stage of crafting the frame.



Npha - #02
W48 x D48 X H78 cm.



“In the artist's brush, freedom finds its graceful sway,

Transcending boundaries, weaving dreams in its own unique way”.



Every piece is designed to withstand 

the test of time thourgh generations.



“In the artist's brush, freedom finds its graceful sway,
Transcending boundaries, weaving dreams in its own unique way”.

Npha Easy Chair
W60 x D70 X H71 cm.



Npha Table

W240 x D90 X H76 cm.

Contact us for Personalize options.

Npha Collection 00

Npha Console

W200 x D45 X H80 cm.

Npha Easy Chair

W60 x D70 X H71 cm.

Npha Cabinet

W200 x D45 X H85cm.

Npha - #00

W48 x D48 X H77 cm.

Npha - #01

W48 x D48 X H77 cm.

Kantok

W60 x D60 X H30 cm.

Bandai

W35 x D45 X H140 

Npha - #02

W48 x D48 X H77 cm.

Npha Sculpture

W35 x D45 X H145 cm.





WalnutOak

Wood:

Stone:

Ash Exclusive Seasonal Natural Oak  Natural White 

Natural Ash

Material Taxonomy

04 / Colour01 / Table Top

 Dark Oak ADW-01  Dark Oak ADW-02

 Walnut Oak W-O

N-WN-O

Chocolate Ash

Black

C-A Smoked Ash S-A Grey Ash S-A

Choose your Material

White Beige Black

Natural Black N-W

BlackOak Ash

02 / Frame & Structure

Smooth Grain Natural Grain

03 / Texture 05 / Fisnishing

OilWater-based

- Water-based Solvent: Resistance, and protection against water and chemicals with applied 

   coating for great durability & clarity and ability to maintain the natural color of wood.  

Wood is a living material, subject to natural variations that result in diverse patterns and grains. 

These variations are beyond our control, and we do not alter or manipulate the wood patterns to 

conform to specific designs. We embrace the organic beauty that arises from the natural processes 

that shape wood over time.
- Oil-based Solvent:  Oil-based finishes tend to have a warmer and richer appearance, enhancing 

  the natural color and grain of wood. They can deepen the color and create a more traditional look.



Sometimes, It is just enough.

Every piece is designed to withstand 

the test of time thourgh generations.



Design and Craftsmanship:

Regulatory Compliance: Our designs respect regulations governing wood species, treatments, 
and finishes, ensuring legal adherence in every product.

Artisanal Excellence: We uphold the highest craftsmanship standards, combining traditional 
techniques with modern practices to create lasting and captivating products.

Sourcing and Sustainability:

Certification Standards: All wood materials must adhere to recognized certifications, such as 
FSC or PEFC, ensuring responsible sourcing and environmentally conscious practices.

User Safety:

Stability and Durability: Our products are designed to adhere to safety standards, emphasizing 
stability, weight capacity, and long-term durability.

Finishing Materials: We use finishes and coatings that meet safety and environmental regula-
tions, maintaining indoor air quality standards.

Waste Management and Sustainability:

Waste Reduction: We prioritize waste reduction through efficient material usage and proper 
disposal practices.

Recycling Commitment: Our products are designed to consider end-of-life scenarios, encour-
aging recycling and responsible waste management.

CONTACT
Mobile Phone : 087-3308668, 0836924456
Line: @abouthomefurniture
Instagram: abouthomefurniture
Facebook: abouthomefurniture
E-mail : contact@abouthomefurniture.com

© 2006 by abouthomefurniture, M.O.DEC & CONSTRUCTION CO.,LTD.

OPEN HOUR
Mon - Sat: 9:00 - 17:00   Sun: closed

OUR SHOWROOM & FACTORY
Address : 4 Moo 13 Kanjanapisek rd., Bangbuathong
Place : Nonthaburi Zipcode : 11110 Country : Thailand
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Designed and Crafted in Thailand


